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mundaring-hills-open-studios.org.au

OPEN STUDIOS
MUNDARING ARTISTS

Sat 20 -Sun 21 & Sat 27-Sun 28 October 2018
10am - 5pm

Discover Art in the Hills
Painting, Sculpture, Drawing, 
Glass, Ceramics, Textiles, 
Jewellery, Mixed Media, 
Printmaking, Silversmithing, 
Fibre and more.

41 Artists Exhibiting

FREE EVENT
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WELCOME

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We’d like to begin by acknowledging the Traditional Owners of the land on which we are 
holding the Mundaring Hills Open Studio, the Noongar of the Mindahlung, and to pay our 
respects to Elders past and present.

We thank the advertisers who help make this brochure possible, the organising com-
mittee who give their time to make this event happen, the visitors who appreciate and 
support local artists and of course all the artists who have opened their studios with a 
warm welcome.  All this makes a successful open studio weekend.

LEGEND

Facebook

Instagram

Wheelchair Access

Map Location

Credit Cards Accepted

Cash

Paypal

Refreshments available

GA - Guest Artist

NB: All artists unless specified will be open both weekends in October.

Welcome to the Mundaring hills and our annual Open Studio trail event – 
now in its ninth year. Initiated by a small group of talented enthusiasts in 
2009, the event has given the artistic community, living in the Mundaring 
hills, the opportunity to open their studios at the end of October and 
share their work and environment with fellow artists and visitors. 

The event’s growing number of participating artists and its ever 
increasing popularity has encouraged the organisers this year, for the first 
time, to open the trail for two consecutive weekends – Saturday, Sunday 
20 - 21  and 27 - 28  October. Some 26 studios will be open and 41 artists 
are participating.

The Mundaring Hills Open Studio event presents a rare opportunity to 
experience the lives of our local artists and gain an insight into their work 
environment, skills and methods. 

The open studios will give you access to art work in an incredibly broad 
range of medium – from glass and ceramics to oil painting, water colours, 
textiles, wood and recycled metals, jewellery and much more.  

The artists too range across the spectrum - from professionals with 
international acclaim, to those who work part time or as a hobby and all 
of them want to share their creativity with you. This is an opportunity to 
talk to them, explore techniques, share ideas, admire the art and even 
acquire a unique piece of local artwork.

On the trail there are also many delicious food venues, 
pubs and wineries and a range of picnic spots – all 
welcoming you to the hills environment and helping 
you to create a memorable visit.

Enjoy! 
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ian.jowettian.jowett

IAN JOWETT - Painting

90 Markham Way, Swan View WA 6056 T: 0403 573 587  
E: ianart@optus.com.au W: ianjowett.com.au

Ian has been painting for 17 years, as a self taught artist 
and immerses himself in creativity.

Ian paints in acrylic and makes his own canvases. He is very 
diverse in style and paints abstract as well as realism.

This year he is doing a series of streetscapes of Midland 
and some large abstract paintings and landscapes.

Come and visit his large array of diverse artwork.
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wanderingfigstudioWanderingFigStudio

CAROLYN McINTOSH - Fibre

Unit 1/20 Coongan Ave, Greenmount 6056 T: 0404 696 014   
E: wanderingfigstudio@gmail.com W: wanderingfigstudio.com.au

Carolyn is a mixed media artist who is currently creating 
soft sculptures from natural fibres, fabric, paper, vintage and 
found objects.  Her sculptures are created using needle felting 
techniques with wool, or hand stitching with fabric and fibre. 
Carolyn has a particular fondness for Western Australian birds 
and is inspired by her close encounters with Western Australian 
wildlife whilst volunteering for several years at a wildlife 
rehabilitation centre in Perth.  Ten percent of proceeds from 
any sales made during open studios will be donated to Birdlife 
Western Australia.

5LEANNE BRAY - Visual Artist

16 Glenwood Ave, Helena Valley WA 6056 T: 0414 605 958  
E: wildbynature@iinet.net.au

Leanne is an artist who divides her time between a busy public 
art practice and an explorative studio practice. Loving the 
opportunity to try new methods and mediums, her work is 
about the process, the exploration of seductive colour and the 
‘divine’ application of pattern.

The resulting textural patterning that surfaces in much of her 
work is indicative of her years exploring ethnic textiles and 
the importance of ‘cloth’ in our daily lives. Using ‘patterns and 
ornamentation as representative of our daily lives, Leanne’s 
work is the about celebration of culture, colour and the 
concept of connectivity. 

wildbynature_artsLeanneBrayvisualartist

1JANET DAY - Oil Painting

19 Cupello Drive, Swan View WA 6056 T: 0488 914 263 
E: janday@westnet.com.au W: janetdayart.com

Janet is a realist oil painter which is her preferred medium 
due to the consistency and fluidity of the paint. Her main 
concern is depicting the light and atmosphere of the 
landscape. 

Having lived in Kalgoorlie and now Perth Janet’s work 
reflects the warm colours and heritage of these regions. 
The painterly surface is important, ranging from thin glazes 
to textured impasto.       

janetdayartistjanetdayart

stacygardollartstacygardollart

STACY GARDOLL - Painting

16 Fordham Drive, Swan View WA 6056 T: 0430 611 463  
E: stacy_gardoll@hotmail.com W: stacygardollart.com

Painting for Stacy is a layered process, where a piece is formed 
over time in much the same way as in nature. She enjoys using 
a combination of translucent and opaque layers to create 
textural, organic pieces, which convey depth, and emotion. 

Stacy believes that a lot of her techniques and aesthetics are 
a direct result of painting theatre sets and scenery for many 
years- painting on a large scale often requires a gradual build-up 
of tone and saturation until the desired effect is achieved. 
She is influenced by all elements of the natural world, and is 
constantly drawn to themes of water and botanicals.

2
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JENNIE MERRITT - Glass Jewellery (GA of Carolyn Francis)

68 Pittersen Road Darlington WA 6056 T: 0415 049 330 
E: phoenixartglassstudio@gmail.com W: phoenixartglass.com.au

Jennie is a glass jewellery artist. Her aim to use traditional lamp 
working skills in a non-traditional manner and being self taught, 
she set her own boundaries. As well as making solid and hollow 
glass beads, Jennie creates unique components by sculpting the 
glass directly onto wires rather than using the more traditional 
on or off mandrel techniques. Using silver or copper wire, she 
combines the glass with mixed media elements to create one of 
a kind pieces of jewellery and sculpture. Colour is an important 
element in her work, using the transparent and opaque glass to 
evoke something of the fragile qualities of nature. 

8

phoenixartglassstudiophoenixartglassstudiocarolynfrancisartist

6CAROLYN FRANCIS - Sculpture and Painting

68 Pittersen Road, Darlington WA 6056 T: 0407 179 686  
E: carof@westnet.com.au W: carolyn-francis.com

Carolyn Francis is a versatile Perth artist who creates unique 
metal sculpture in organic feminine forms that have enhanced 
homes all over the world. She works in a variety of mediums, 
including metal, cement, wood, tree nuts, charcoal, acrylic 
paint, and beeswax. 

Carolyn has a large portfolio of work in sculpture, mixed 
media, and drawing and is heavily involved in the Midland Hills 
life-drawing community.  Her work is inspired by nature and 
emphasises recycling. It is on display at her Calico gallery space 
in Darlington.    

CaroF.artist

SophieMahirArtSophieMahirArt

SOPHIE MAHIR - Painting (GA of Carolyn Francis)

68 Pittersen Road, Darlington WA 6056 T: 0487 234 499 
E: sophie@sophiemahir.com W: sophiemahir.com

Sophie Mahir is excited to be re-launching her professional 
art career after a 10-year break. Originally from the UK, 
where she had a well-recognised, established and successful 
contemporary, abstract art business, Sophie sold original 
acrylics and oils on canvas, mostly via London galleries, her 
own Open House, large Art Fairs, and through her agent. 

Be inspired by her fresh vibrant new work that is always 
focussed around colour, shape and composition. 
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The Artists Marketing Academy

 Perth Arts Meetup
 - Social Media
 - Marketing
 - Biz Plans
 - & Much More

Get Your Free E-Guide Here >

Helping All Artists To Build A 
Successful Art Business

www.sophiemahir.com Mundaring Weir (photo by Skyworks)
7
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ANT MUIA - Drawing & Installation

46 Allpike Road, Darlington WA 6070 (enter off Ryecroft Rd) 
T: 0407 333 041 E: a.muia@bigpond.com

Suburban Mystic

Ant Muia opens his studio to drawing and installation work that 
responds to the body. His figurative work portrays the human 
condition with its beauty and imperfections equally considered. 
There is an honesty in his work that helps navigate the viewer 
through a search for meaning. 

Ant exhibits with Art Collective WA and his work is represented 
in various collections including Laurence Wilson, Kerry Stokes, 
BankWest and Art Gallery of Western Australia.     

12

antmuia

OPEN ONLY 20 & 21 OCTOBER

IAN KAY - Sculpture

Log Cabin Art 215 Ryecroft Rd, Darlington WA 6070  
T: 0419 119 810 E: imkay045@gmail.com

One time forest ranger, journalist and manufacturer Ian has a 
special knack of repurposing materials. Visual Art has always 
been a creative outlet and Ian is now focused on developing his 
flair in three dimensional creation.  

Ian’s interest in the discards of life has helped him accumulate 
a plethora of found objects in which he can see some artistic 
opportunities. In his rejigged studio Ian’s saved timber and 
metal treasures become the basis of ideas that begin to fester 
until a sculptural image evolves. Pencil sketches hold the key 
until time and the urge collide.
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BELINDA KAY - Glass

Log Cabin Art 215 Ryecroft Rd, Darlington WA 6070  
T: 0412  862 201 E: belinda.kay@bigpond.com

After gaining her Diploma Art & Design Belinda built on her 
skills through participation in many art based workshops. 

In 2007 Belinda completed her Bachelor of Arts majoring in 
studio glass.  In the years since Belinda has added to her glass 
experience, participating in some 25 workshops conducted by 
internationally acclaimed artists 

Belinda’s art glass panels are based on aerial photographs. 
Her work includes functional pieces and she has also created 
a series of storybook narratives in glass. Work in other media 
includes whimsical 3D Art dolls and repurposed wood blocks. 

10

MAYA BOUCHARD   
Artist/Designer/Creative Director and founder of Nest

20 Brook Rd, Darlington WA 6070 T: 0412 025 893  
E: info@nestaustralia.net.au W: nestaustralia.net.au

‘’The sun shimmers with the power of gold. We are breathless in 
golden air. Drink in the light and praise the cup of forever that spills 
out the threads of eternity.” (Author Unknown)

Nest is an art and design studio set in the heart of Darlington 
Village. Working closely with WA artists and artisans, Maya 
Bouchard, herself an artist, holds a vision to create and exhibit 
unique artworks and handcrafted items, 100% Australian-made.

Nest provides workshops and classes with various art-based 
themes that are run throughout the year; along with exhibitions, 
musical soirees and seasonal art and craft markets.

nest.australianestaustraliastudio

9
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JASON MAXLOW - Sculpture (GA of Neil Elliott)

12 Springside Cres, Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0418 222 447  
E: jasemax.jm@gmail.com

Jason graduated from Central Institute of Technology in 2006 
and has since won several awards for his sculptures which are 
made using industrial and recycled materials such as steel, stone 
and wood, creating intriguing designs that vary from Celtic 
inspired geometry to organic forms such as seahorses and ferns.

Jason also has a fascination for ancient art, megalithic, 
monumental sculptures and symbolism. He is inspired by natural 
forms and recurring structures such as spirals. His large scale 
sculptures, including ‘Rock Bass Guitar’ displayed on Canning 
Hwy in Applecross and the ’Starfish’ at Rockingham Arts Centre. 

16

jasonmaxlowjasonmaxlow

NEIL ELLIOTT - Painting and Sculpture

12 Springside Cres, Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0439 801 221  
E: neilelliott21@hotmail.com W: neilelliott.com

Neil Elliott is a multi award winning Perth hills based painter 
and sculptor.  His work is usually mixed media and created with 
a sense of humour.  Neil draws his inspiration from history, 
engineering, his dreams and the many interesting objects 
found in his studio.

In 2016 Neil won the Packer’s Prize for his painting “Bathroom 
Intruders’ at the Royal Perth Show.  In 2017 he was awarded 
a state-wide touring exhibition of his sculptures with ART ON 
THE MOVE.     

15

neilelliottartistneil.d.elliott.7

Parkerville
A R T  F R A M E R S

Quality framing for all your artworks

Call Bob 9295 5673

MalleegirlMalleegirldesigns

TINA BRYCE - Painting

18 Springside Cres, Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0405 190 867 
E: malleegirldesigns@gmail.com

Tina Bryce is a visual artist creating mixed media works 
on canvas. Her artwork is bursting with colour, bold florals 
multilayered in acrylics with collaged textures. 

After many years living in West Africa, Chile and the Goldfields, 
Tina has created a cosy studio space in a colourful garden 
setting. Her love of the natural environment is reflected in 
her vibrant canvasses. Her floral series embraces the positive 
energy of nature and reflects her outlook on life. Latest works 
explore new themes and mediums, with many small works in 
bright watercolours and alcohol inks. 

14

HILLSEAFOOD  
where quality is everyday standard.

Landing fresh premium Australian 
seafood daily. 

Servicing your food needs  
since 1987. 

WA Family owned and operated.

Factory direct open to retail 
Monday-Friday 8-5.30am, Sat 8-2pm
Meats, smallgoods whole & dryfoods  

available instore
Wholesale distribution throughout WA

4 Wandeara Crescent Mundaring wa 6073
T: 08 9295 0066 email: sales@hillseafoods.com 

sharondawesart

SHARON DAWES - Painting

32 Allpike Road, Darlington WA 6056 T: 0408 267 582 
E: sharondawesart@icloud.com

Painter, Sharon has been exhibiting since 2007.  Her work 
is always about animals and paint and how the two can be 
combined to create extra-ordinary musings about both.  Her 
work also explores a plethora of other ideas/ issues,  too 
numerous to mention here.  

Her work is highly sought after, and many of her animals grace 
homes across the nation as well as overseas; a pair of camels 
even reside in Texas and some chickens in Singapore.     

13OPEN ONLY 27 & 28 OCTOBER
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LIZ BERRY - Ceramics/Painting (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0419 987 762 
E: liz@koredesign.com.au W: koredesign.com.au

Liz is an artist and graphic designer with 30 years’ experience 
working with creative formats including acrylics, watercolour, 
ceramics and digital design.

Liz’s earlier works focused mainly on acrylic and watercolour 
paintings. However, recently she has added ceramics into the 
mix. Her interest in ceramics comes from a love of ancient 
Chinese and Greek pottery.

Liz creates wheel-thrown functional stoneware incorporating 
earthy tones and textures brought about through 
experimentation with glazes and their chemical reactions.

20

koredesignkoredesigngraphics

JENI SLEIGH - Painting/Ceramics (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071  
T: 0407 496 869 E: jsleigh59@hotmail.com

Born in Kitwe, Zambia in 1959, Jeni schooled in South Africa 
where she studied Fine Arts Teaching. She taught at school 
and also ran adult classes in South Africa, Zambia, Brazil and 
Australia. Jeni has recently returned home to Perth after 3 1/2 
years in Rio de Janeiro. With an evolving art career in Rio, Jeni 
exhibited her drawings and prints there, with two Drypoint 
prints now on permanent exhibition. She also took part in 
ceramic and oil painting exhibitions in Lusaka and South 
Africa. Pastels are Jeni’s latest medium and she has completed 
a number of commissions and sold some in Kalamunda.  

19

WHITE PEACOCK STUDIOS - Ceramics

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0418 942 406 
E: dee@whitepeacockstudios.com.au W: whitepeacockstudios.com.au

Dee has been lucky enough to be able to convert her workshop 
into a beautiful space for keen potters that we now know as 
White Peacock Studios, providing opportunities and learning 
experiences for the wider community.

Her motivation and joy come from working alongside people 
who share a love for the arts.   

Making predominantly functional ware such as cups, tankards, 
plates, tea bowls and matcha bowls, Dee is intrigued with the 
effects, texture and depth of interest created by using high iron 
bearing clays fired in a gas kiln.    

18

whitepeacockstudioswhitepeacockstudios

Beginners Classes
$45/day includes tuition and 10kg clay. 

Intermediate/Advanced Potters
$35/day includes use of fully equipped studio.

To secure a place contact Dee on 0418 942 406 or visit 
whitepeacockstudios.com.au for further information.

Pottery Classes

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd 
(off Glen Forrest Dr), 

Glen Forrest, WA 6071

C E R A M I C S

leewoodpottery

LEE WOODCOCK - Ceramics

3 Nicholl Street, Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0406 350 363  
E: lee.woodcock87@gmail.com

Lee Woodcock is an exciting young artist who draws inspiration 
from all aspect of life and creates one of a kind ceramic and 
pottery pieces. Lee has recently been exploring the realms of 
large pot making using a coil and throw method which allows 
him to make forms that can exceed 1.5 metres in height. Lee 
prefers to collect his clay and glaze making ingredients from  
surrounding nature. The pottery is fired in Lee’s own designed 
and hand built woodfiring Anagama kiln which must be fired 
for up to 4 days and nights (100hrs) to obtain the raw natural 
beauty that one strives for.

17

18 20koredesign.com.au

Providing the 
highest quality 
creative design 

solutions you would 
be proud of.
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STEPHANIE COATES - Ceramics (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0413 105 175  
E: theblacktriangle@hotmail.com W: theblacktriangle.com.au

Stephanie is relatively new to ceramics having attended her 
first ceramics workshop in 2017. She was immediately drawn 
to handbuilding. She loves the huge amount of flexibility and 
results that can be achieved through this method.

Steph enjoys experimenting with geometric and angular 
shapes and exploring alternative firing techniques such as 
raku and pit firing which can create amazing effects on the 
vessels. 

Her work takes form in the shape of simple geometric vases 
and planters and rustic style dinner and tableware.

21

theblacktriangleco

Hovea Falls in John Forrest National Park (photo by Skyworks)
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1. Janet Day
2.  Stacy Gardoll
3.  Ian Jowett
4.  Carolyn McIntosh
5. Leanne Bray
6. Carolyn Francis
7.  Sophie Mahir
8.  Jenni Merritt
9.  Maya Bouchard
10.  Belinda Kay
11.  Ian Kay
12.  Ant Muia
13.  Sharon Dawes
14.  Tine Bryce
15.  Neil Elliott
16. Jason Maxlow
17. Lee Woodcock
18. White Peacock Studios
19.  Jeni Sleigh
20. Liz Berry
21. Stephanie Coates

22. Karen Munninger
23.  Mel Ellero
24.  Rebecca Tester
25.  William Boissevain
26.  Fiona Faulkner
27.  Kerramics
28.  Malini Parker
29.  Silvana Ferrario
30.  Christine Hingston
31.  Kjerstin Bjelland
32.  June Stevens
33.  Claudia Krauss
34.  Ric Burkitt
35.  Marion Graeber
36.  Marie Mitchell
37.  Jane Newton
38.  Marie Haass
39.  Vibe Ceramics
40.  Jan Pittman
41.  Brian Aylward

A. Jacksons Drawing Supplies
B. Perrella’s
C.  Nest Gallery
D. Darlington Arts Festival
E.  Glen Forrest Gourmet
F. Parkerville Framers
G. Parkerville Tavern
H. Bendigo Bank
I. Mundaring Visitor Centre
J.  Mundaring Art Centre
K. Weir Cafe
L. Mundaring Weir Hotel
M.  Hills Seafood

ARTISTS

ADVERTISERS

Host Artists Guest Artists1 1 AdvertisersA
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KAREN MUNNINGER - Ceramics (GA White Peacock))

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071  
T: 0435 221 189 E: munks36@hotmail.com

Karen first discovered her love for clay 30 years ago at teachers 
college. She enjoys exploring the properties of different clay 
bodies. Her work is often brightly coloured with echos of forest 
and coast.

She predominantly makes functional wheel thrown pieces, but 
has been known to combine wheelwork with handbuilding to 
produce whimsical character pieces.

Karen uses her skills to create large wheel and coil thrown 
vessels as well as feather light porcelain bowls.

22

possumbluepottery

Make sure you visit Mundaring Visitor Centre for free advice and information 
on other attractions in the area, including walk trails, cycle trails, scenic drives, 
places to eat, places to stay, history and heritage and boutique shopping 
experiences. Our friendly team has a wealth of local knowledge that will help 
you get the most out of your visit. 

Mundaring Visitor Centre is also home to the Mundaring District Museum 
which is free to enter and offers an insight into the history of the area.

MUNDARING VISITOR CENTRE

The Old School House
7225 Great Eastern Highway
Mundaring, WA, 6073

T: (08) 9295 0202
E: visitorcentre@mundaring.wa.gov.au

www.mundaringtourism.com.au
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24REBECCA TESTER - Ceramics (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071 T: 0457 182 597 
E: dirving1@bigpond.com

Rebecca comes from a graphic design background but has 
been potting part time for the past two years and enjoys 
creating unique handmade & hand thrown pottery that can be 
functional and decorative. 

She enjoys all aspects of working with clay, getting dirty and 
processing the clay, throwing, decorating and then glazing and 
firing. Clay has this unique ability to slow her down which in 
turn allows her to relax in her own world. 

Nature is what inspires Rebecca and the amazing art and 
beauty around her.

WILLIAM BOISSEVAIN - Painting (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071  
T: 0424 654 833 E: bozzcreations@gmail.com

William is an extremely gifted artist who has devoted his life to 
capturing still life and nuance of the female form.

Born in New York in 1927 William spent the majority of his youth 
living in foreign cities including America, Asia and Peru. From 
the time he moved to Perth he began to establish his reputation 
as one of Western Australians most talented artists.

His methods and techniques capture the essence and position 
of the models and sitters. Primarily, his figurative works are 
layers of rich pastels and charcoal atop colourful oil glazes. His 
drawings reflect the skill of the great French masters while also 
embedded with spontaneity of colour, line and form.

25

MEL ELLERO - Ceramics (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071   
E: stathem_melissa@yahoo.com W: www.odestohand.com

Mel is an artist who has exhibited in group and solo shows 
across a range of different mediums. She has predominately 
worked in hand-built and wheel thrown ceramics since 2006

Her practice explores the creation of forms which depict the 
natural qualities of clay and the alchemy of the firing process. 
The natural environment and surrounds inspires her work. She 
works in series and repetition, currently making functional 
ware. Allowing the time to explore the subtle evolution 
of form and embodying quiet beauty found in everyday 
utilitarian objects.     
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www.mundaringweirhotel.com.au

Est.1898

William Boissevain is one of Western Australia’s 
most talented artists, well known for his 
Impressionist styled drawings and paintings of 
landscapes and figures. Now an artist in residence at 
White Peacock Studios don’t miss this incredibly rare 
opportunity to experience a true artist at work and a 
chance to view his paintings with option to purchase.

Contact Jeremy Boissevain on 0424 654 833 to book 
an appointment.

WILLIAM BOISSEVAIN

Blue Wren

25

clay.and.fire possumbluepottery
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Are you a complete beginner?  
Not sure where to start?  

Let me show you how in just ONE day...

”I felt like I reconnected  
with a lost part of myself.”  

- H. Yeoman

www.maliniparker.com

PAINTING FOR BEGINNERS

maliniparkerartist maliniparker

28MALINI PARKER - Painting

25 Benowa Drive, Glen Forrest, WA 6071 T: 0427 816 105  
E: info@maliniparker.com W: maliniparker.com

Malini’s paintings are multi-layered, fluid abstractions, often 
featuring the softness of lace and leaves against rugged 
textured surfaces. Her mixed media work is inspired by the 
often bumpy journey of life, which can lead from Adversity 
to Joy, with many twists and turns along the way. 

Malini has won several awards, including the Packer Prize, 
part of the City of Albany Art Prize. 

Besides painting, Malini enjoys teaching beginners and 
sharing her ideas on creativity and transformation in her 
popular workshops across Australia.

Kerramicstudio

27KERRAMICS - Ceramics

1175 Thomas Road, Glen Forrest WA 6071  
T: 0434 987 768 E: bernardashtonkerr@gmail.com

Bernard and Jenny Kerr work in their ceramics studio 
producing diverse and eclectic work. They experiment with 
a wide range of hand built and wheel thrown techniques 
to create domestic functional pottery, conceptual and 
sculptural forms. Kerramic Studio works are inspired 
by the local environment, WA coastline and landscapes 
experienced whilst traveling.

OPEN ONLY 20 & 21 OCTOBER

FIONA FAULKNER - Ceramics (GA of White Peacock)

Lot 1, 44 Glenburn Rd Glen Forrest WA 6071  
T: 0428 128 051 E: trixibelle78@hotmail.com

Fiona throws functional pottery and has a particular fondness 
for making drinking vessels, the most intimate of pots. The 
curve of the rim, the join of the handle, the manner in which 
your hand fits around the cup...these are details, amongst 
others, which continue to drive her passion for making these 
objects. Most recently, her focus has been on goblets, a form 
which offers infinite variations and allows for playfulness, each 
piece being unique and characterful. These goblets stem from 
a love of all things Gothic and a fascination with ritual, and are 
informed by a preoccupation with negative space and tension.
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christinehingstondslchristine.hingston         

CHRISTINE HINGSTON - Painting/Sculpture/Ceramics
                     (GA of Silvana Ferrario)

2790 Thomas Rd, Mahogany Creek, WA 6072 
E: christinehingstondsl@dodo.com.au W: christinehingston.com.au

Christine’s life is about art. She’s had the privilege to work for 
part of the year from her studio in Ubud Bali surrounded by lush 
green rice fields and for part of the year in Western Australia 
inspired by red earth and blue sky.

Colour is what inspires her work. This year Christine will be 
exhibiting a series of paintings featuring magpies and iconic 
Boab Tree.

She will also be featuring a new collection of whimsical Fish Wife 
ceramic pieces created at Gaya Ceramic Studio in Ubud.
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KJERSTIN BJELLAND - Weaving (GA of Silvana Ferrario)

2790 Thomas Rd Mahogany Creek WA 6072 T: 0409 299 045 
E: kjerstinb@gmail.com

Originally from Norway, Kjerstin is a self-taught weaver 
developing her skills and making beautifully woven creations 
since 2008. To extend her skills and expand her ‘library’ of 
threads Kjerstin also learned to spin. Kjerstin uses mainly natural 
yarns like wool, alpaca, silk, cotton, and linen. She loves playing 
with colour and texture, rather than intricate patterns.

At her home studio in Walliston Kjerstin has three large 
countermarch floor looms and a table loom. Her table loom 
will be relocated and operating while she is the guest artist at 
Silvana’s studio.       
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handwovenbykjerstin
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sijuglasssijuglass

SILVANA FERRARIO - Glass

2790 Thomas Rd, Mahogany Creek, WA 6072 T: 0418 908 763  
E: siju@live.com.au W: sijuglass.com W: artworkarchive.com/
profile/silvana-ferrario

Silvana is an award-winning glass artist. Her inspiration comes 
from her experiences, memories and surroundings.  Her 
experience as a subsea engineer and scuba diver speaks to 
much of her work, but since working from her glass studio in 
the hills, the rural surroundings also inform her work. Having 
studied mathematics, she is also intrigued by the geometry 
present in both manmade and naturally occurring structures, 
and its opposition to the fluidity of the natural elements. Her 
work makes use of the movement arising from the fluidity of 
the glass when it is hot.

cloth.leather.clay

ODE is fuelled by a love of traditional skills in raw materials

Work Aprons,
Leather Journals & Travel Goods
Made for artists by artists

Available through our online store and  
selected independent stockists. 

www.odetohands.com
23
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MARION GRAEBER - Painting

140 Wildberry Drive, Stoneville WA 6081 T: 0439 971 389  
E: marion.graeber@gmx.com W: marion-graeber.com

Marion Graeber is a self-taught artist, who not long ago moved 
from the coast to the beautiful Mundaring hills. Marion has 
only recently started to use painting as a form of meditation to 
find balance in contrast to her demanding job as a nurse. She 
has always had a love for art and creativity but never had the 
time to follow this pathway. Marion’s artwork is inspired by the 
intense colours of the fascinating landscapes Australia has to 
offer. She uses acrylic paint to capture the colour and light of 
nature’s beauty. Though new to the art scene, Marion’s painting 
have been showcased in community and private exhibitions.
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MARIE MITCHELL - Mixed Media (GA of Marion Graeber)

140 Wildberry Drive, Stoneville WA 6081 T: 0418 287 692 
E: marie.mitchell.art@gmail.com

Marie Mitchell loves the tactile nature of textiles and fibres 
incorporating them in much of her work. She ‘paints’ pictures 
with many small pieces of fabric adding depth, texture and 
meaning with paint, prints and text. Marie then adds many 
layers of machine stitching to blend the colours and textures 
together creating realistic yet metaphorical artworks. The 
shadows created by layers of suspended semi-transparent 
fabrics combined with machine stitch fascinate her. Marie’s 
art practice seeks to illuminate our connections to nature and 
open a dialogue about our future as citizens of the earth. 
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RIC BURKITT - Painting

1 Grenville Road, Stoneville WA 6081 T: 0452 259 590 
E: bomberic9@gmail.com W: ricburkittartanddesign.com

Ric’s contemporary realist paintings are an intuitive, 
spontaneous response to the countryside adjacent to his 
studio. They are also [equally] an invigorating, process-driven 
adventure in semi-abstraction, informed by his large scale, 
non-representational work, and the desire to interpret and 
react, rather than reproduce.

Working primarily in oil and acrylic on canvas, Ric explores a 
variety of approaches to the more traditional landscape, as 
well as to the challenges of the abstract, where the essence of 
the complicated can often be found, veiled in the mundane.
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mariemitchellartist

CLAUDIA KRAUS - Painting (GA of June Stevens)

1590 Seaborne Street, Parkerville 6081 T: 0428 949 919 
E: claudiakraus@bigpond.com W: wildwondersart.com.au

Claudia is an Australian wildlife artist with a special connection 
to the marine environment. 

Her experiences of ‘Life on the Sea’ whilst working on fishing 
trawlers off the Pilbara coast and exploring ‘Life under the Sea’ 
on scuba dives, inspire much of her work. 

Her compositions are developed from underwater images 
taken during many of her dive trips, observing marine life in 
their natural habitat and other coastal encounters. The subject 
often dictates the techniques and medium used and she enjoys 
experimenting with mixing media. 

mariemitchellartwildwondersart
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krausclaudia

JUNE STEVENS - Painting

1590 Seaborne Street, Parkerville WA 6081 T: 08 9295 5673  
E: june.stevens5@bigpond.com W: junestevens-artist.com

After many years teaching ballet June moved into the painting 
world focusing mainly on impressionist landscape painting.

She paints with oils, both large and small works and as with all 
impressionists tries to chase the effect of light on our world. 
June’s aim is to capture those magical and fleeting moments 
on canvas. She is particularly drawn to atmospheric scenes 
involving water.

June loves to work with oils and finds that every new canvas is 
an exciting challenge as the painting develops and takes on a 
life of its own.
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MARIE HAASS - Painting and Drawing

405 Colwyn Road Mt Helena WA 6082 T: 0409 008 159  
E: mariehaass@hotmail.com W: mariehaass.com

Marie Haass is a French/Australian visual artist. She studied 
and worked in Paris and Berlin before moving to Perth in 1980.

With a strong basis in drawing, Marie’s visual art practice 
includes painting, collage and textiles. Her colourful paintings 
are a blend of abstraction and representation, the shapes, 
lines and layers are links to memories, to personal association 
and her experience of the Australian physical environment. 

She has conducted numerous drawing workshops and art 
camps around the state and currently runs drawing workshops 
in her studio.

 

colourme52

38JANE NEWTON - Ceramics

925 Helena Terrace, Sawyers Valley WA 6074  
T: 0417 935 711 E: ja.sey@hotmail.com

Potting Mad Pottery

Jane started her love affair with clay in London in 1969, where 
she was taught by a master potter. She has won numerous 
awards for her large bowls and vessels and inspires her pupils 
to make unique beautiful creations.

Her passion is reflected in both her small exquisitely slipped 
bowls and the huge beautifully crafted jars, vessels and bowls 
that take hours to throw, glaze and fire. Her glazes encompass 
the deep blues of the ocean and terracotta, the richness of 
the red earth of Sawyers Valley.
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jane.newton.98499 ja.sey

Come and join us for a friendly informal pottery class
Pottery lessons with a studio potter teaching  
all levels in both hand-building and wheel  
throwing with no experience needed.

Lessons include clay, glazing and regular firings  
with tools provided.

Call Jane for further details on 0417 935 711
Sawyers Valley (15 mins from Midland, 40 mins from Perth)

POTTING MAD POTTERY
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Opening Hours
Friday - Sunday 

& Public Holidays
11:30am - 5pm

w: www.mundaringweirgallery.webs.com
e: mdgweirgallery@yahoo.com

facebook: /MundaringWeirGallery

Mundaring Weir

gallery

VIBE CERAMIC STUDIOS - Ceramics and Painting

395 Lilydale Road, Chidlow, WA 6556 T: 0437 908 965 
E: vibeceramics@bigpond.com W: vibeceramics.com

Denise and Hugh Brown are the founders of Vibe Ceramic 
Studios, creating and selling contemporary porcelain ware 
designed for the modern home. Denise’s artistic abilities and 
design flair ensure that Vibe’s forms combine a wide range of 
influences into an elegant whole. Hugh, as a former engineer, 
has an analytical approach to glaze work that ensures that 
every Vibe piece carries its own unique personality.

Complementing the beautiful contemporary ceramics of Vibe, 
Denise’s other works will also be on display, demonstrating her 
versatility as an artist, complementing her design work for Vibe.      
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vibeceramics
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BRIAN AYLWARD - Painting

3995 Werribee Road Wooroloo WA 6558 T: 08 9573 1294 
E: aylward@iinet.com.au

Brian Aylward has painted all his life and has been a full time 
artist for 28 years. Arriving from England 50 years ago he was 
struck by the light and the varied scenery of Western Australia, 
a fascination that continues today and is his inspiration.  
He has a licensed studio/gallery at Wooroloo. 

The 2 hectares have a winter brook and over a hundred 
sculptures of stone, clay and steel are displayed. These are on 
show in a sculpture trail that runs through the property. Brian 
has taught art at 33 locations across the State, both for TAFE 
and private. He has won 90 awards and commendations and 
has had 48 solo exhibitions.
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www.mundaring-hills-open-studios.org.au

If you are a local artisan who lives in  

the Mundaring Shire and would like to 

join the Mundaring Hills Open Studios, 

then please get in touch. 

For more information contact Neil Elliott on 

0439 801 221 or email neilelliott21@hotmail.com

Are you too a local artist?

Mundaring Weir Road

Mundaring Weir Road

JAN PITTMAN - Watercolour and Drawing

671 Reen Road Gidgegannup 6083 T: 08 9574 6671  
E: rothiemay@harboursat.com.au W: janpittman.net

Jan Pittman is a botanical artist in Gidgegannup, and belongs 
to the Watercolour Society of WA and the Botanical Art 
Society of Australia.  She paints wildflowers, shells, etc, and 
her paintings have won prizes in local shows, including entries 
in the Royal Show’s Rural Art Award six times.  Former Premier 
Colin Barnett used her paintings of local native flowers twice 
for his Christmas cards, and she was a finalist in the Mortimore 
Prize for Realistic Painting.  Jan toured China with the 
Watercolour Society; attending workshops with Chinese master 
painters. This year Jan travelled to Italy with the Watercolour 
Society for an international exhibition of watercolours.
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http://neilelliott21@hotmail.com



